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Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published quarterly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Unless copyrighted, articles may 
be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the author and to this 
publication.  All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor at barryphillips.pls@
gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve the right to edit all submitted 
material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not necessarily 
those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

EDITORIAL

.Front and back cover:  Cebolla Canyon. Thanks to Jim 
Himbarger of Dawson Surveys for sending in the photos.
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Welcome to this edition,

We would like to give a warm welcome to Diego Sisneros, our NMPS President for this year. Here's 
hoping for a successful and productive term, I’m sure Diego can count on all of us to help out where 
needed.  It is good to see new names of the members stepping up to fill the chapter officer seats, we can 
still use some more able bodies to fill in the chapters that have been almost non-existent in recent times.
 
As I write this there is much discussion, in fact imminent legislative house hearings, on HB 411, revolving 
around the general requirements for licensure as a professional surveyor in New Mexico, or reciprocity 
for out of state surveyors. There are strong feelings on either side of this issue, as the four-year degree 
requirement has steadfastly been defended over the years. There is no doubt that there are many highly 
capable and qualified professional licensed surveyors, without the prerequisite degree requirements, that 
are capable of applying to the state board for reciprocity, with certain conditions to be met as prescribed 
in the HB411 language. Many are fearful of the so-called lack of education potentially dragging the 
profession down and also serious consideration of the welfare and protection of the public. This leads 
into the 7th article by Knud Hermansen, aptly named "License Forum Shopping". Hopefully HB 411, if it 
progresses and becomes the law, will not enable forum shopping, although the 15-year licensing and other 
pre requisites will deter this kind of pathway.

Dr. Richard Elgin has also provided us with some brain teasers for which we thank him. I would also like 
to acknowledge the participation of some of our professionals in attendance at the recent establishment of 
the "Cave" CORS station as implemented by the NGS staff at the Carlsbad Caverns within National Park 
service lands. Thanks to Earl Burkholder for his contribution, it seems it will take the four forces of nature 
to disturb that rock steady station, the photos are great too. Thanks to Lynda Bell for making this possible, 
looks like a lot of fun.

I'm sure most of us are aware of the future SPCS 2022 implementation - the 800-pound gorilla that will 
become part of our lives as planned by the NGS. Robert Gromatzky, NMPS Board member and survey 
chair gave the NM Middle Rio Grande chapter a great presentation and much to think about regarding 
the legislative changes that may be necessary. There are many places where the language and specific 
existing definitions of NAD 83, 27 etc. will have to be addressed, and then to find someone to present the 
draft changes to the legislature. Much to think about, small steps at a time and Robert will no doubt be 
happy for any help with this from within our ranks.

Thanks, as always, to our advertisers and sustaining members. 
Good luck to the NMSU students for the upcoming competition.
Barry 
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President’s 

Angle
Diego J. Sisneros, PS
(2023 NMPS President) 

March 2023

Dear NMPS Members,

As you might have guessed from the photo above, I am your 2023 NMPS president. I have been 
surveying for 31 years with Dawson Surveys Inc. and obtained my license 25 years ago, a mere baby to 
some and ancient to you “up and comers”.  I too at one time was probably one of the youngest licensed 
surveyors. I have had minimal experience off and on with the NMPS board and my most recent was as 
President Elect which duties included organizing the 2022 NMPS golf tournament (with guidance from 
past presidents that have experienced the same).

And with that segway, I’ll take this opportunity to thank all of the generous sponsors and players that 
made the golf tournament a success. Special thanks to our gold sponsor Matt Nawrocki from Vectors 
Inc. and silver sponsor Larry Medrano from Precision Surveys Inc.  Crimson sponsors are Bohannan 
Houston and Cobb Fendley.  Hole sponsors are Vectors Inc., Tierra Surveys LLC, CSTI and Cartesian 
Surveys. I would also like to acknowledge and thank Bernard Seitz Jr for donating time and money to 
the cause, and lastly thanks to Darryl Coster and Edward Trujillo for assisting us with whatever 
needed to be done.

Having just come off our first in person conference and tournament in years the question on 
your mind now is, when is the next golf tournament?  We are doing another fall conference and golf 
tournament for it’s too late to plan for the spring. That would entail immediately planning upon the 
conclusion of the last and though we all needed a break; I am finding I should have just kept going 
to keep the planning mind from atrophying. We are anticipating late September to late October. The 
details will be on the NMPS website as soon as we have things nailed down. It was great seeing old 
friends and colleagues in person and those that did not attend were missed. I look forward to seeing 
more of you members next time and hope that I can live up to the standards of those that came before.

Sincerely,
Diego J. Sisneros, P.S.
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PHONE (505) 366 -7722

Promotional Offer

ALBUQUERQUE

Phone:(505) 366-7722
Email: eric@surveyorssource.com
Web: surveyorssource.com

PHOENIX
4317 N. 16th St., Phoenix, AZ 85016
Phone: (602) 274-2052
Email: info@surveyorssource.com
Web: surveyorssource.com

TUCSON
601 S. Campbell Ave., Tucson, AZ 85719
Phone: (520) 624-4056
Email: info@surveyorssource.com
Web: surveyorssource.com

Surveying Equipment Distributor Serving the Arizona and New Mexico areas.

Pricing subject to change.  Terms and conditions may apply.  Please email info@surveyorssource for more information

DJI M3E Kit
Includes Mavic 3 Enterprise, RTK module, Battery 
kit with Charger, Ground Targets, and 3DSurvey 
Photogrammetry Software.  

$8926.00 + Applicable Tax

small commercial drones. With a mechanical shutter and an RTK 
module for centimeter-level precision, the Mavic 3E brings map-

-
grammetry software made by Surveyors for Surveyors.  It is easy 
to use, but includes powerful tools for extracting ground data for 
creating surfaces and point/line entities.  This data can easily be 
exported to any standard CAD software.
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Thoughts on Professional Practice and Education

Article 7: License Forum Shopping
by 

Knud E. Hermansen †
P.L.S., P.E., Ph.D., Esq.

This is the seventh article I have prepared in the series offering thoughts on professional practice and 
education. In this article, I wish to discuss forum shopping for licensing, experience, and testing timing. 
To better understand forum shopping, some background on testing will help understand the purpose and 
reasons for forum shopping.

I have been surveying for fifty years and been licensed to practice surveying in six different states. When 
I tested for many of my licenses, I had to show up within the state on a certain day, at a certain location, 
to take an exam only offered once or twice a year. Given the pre-application time and time after the exam 
that was required to grade, review, and receive the results, it was not unusual to wait a year between a 
desire or need to obtain a license in a state and eventual receipt of the license (assuming the pre-requisite 
experience and education was already attained, and the required testing was passed).

NCEES *¹ has considerably reduced the cycle time and wait time for the fundamentals of surveying (FS) 
exam and the professional surveyor’s (PS) exam. I would venture the opinion that any delays are now 
centered upon waiting for the availability of a seat at a testing center rather than NCEES or the state 
licensing board to perform their actions. NCEES exams may be taken in hundreds of testing sites 
across the nation. By way of example, a student in Ohio that plans to visit grandparents in Florida, over 
Christmas break, with enough lead time to reserve an empty seat at a Florida testing center, can take the 
NCEES exam in Florida during their visit. 

The Covid pandemic has forced many states to offer state specific exams through testing centers on an 
as-need basis.  Previously, states only offered state specific exams once or twice a year on a specific date 
at a specific location. Many states have had to adjust for Covid to avoid large gatherings or to quell unrest 
from applicants that expect state specific exams to be conducted with the same ease in scheduling and 
promptness experienced with NCEES testing.

The ease of professional testing has allowed for those desiring a surveying license to go forum shopping. 
What is meant by forum shopping? I am referring to the ability of an applicant to choose among all the 
states to find the easiest route, in their circumstances, to obtain professional licensing.

I wish to make it clear that a person intending to provide surveying services in a particular state, must 
have a surveying license for that state. The person must deal exclusively with the licensing board in that 
state. However, not all aspiring licensees need to be licensed in a particular state to fill their employment 
requirements or their professional objectives. For example, many individuals employed by the United 
States Government simply need to be licensed as a surveyor in any state to qualify for higher pay or 
positions. It does not matter what state the federally employed surveyor has their license in. The licensed 
status of faculty members is not necessarily governed by the state where the university is located. The 
status of employees in large firms where they do not stamp and seal documents is assured by licensing in
any state, not necessarily the state they reside or work in.  

  Benchmarks - March 2023
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In some cases, an individual working in a firm may desire ‘professional status’ yet they cannot meet the 
requirements for a survey license in their state of residency. Perhaps they don’t have a surveying degree, or 
the correct degree, or experience required in that state. Nevertheless, these individuals can seek to obtain 
licensing in another state where they do meet the requirements. For example, a GIS specialist working in 
a state not requiring a license for GIS services can nevertheless enhance their credibility and reputation 
by becoming a licensed surveyor in a state that does require a surveyor license for GIS services and will 
count experience performing GIS services.
-Perhaps the most common forum shopping is conducted by the unlicensed person that is embarking on 
their professional career and desires to take the fundamentals of surveying (FS) exam. In terms of taking 
their fundamentals of surveying exam, this individual can begin the process in any state regardless of their 
state of residency. A person can start their professional licensing by choosing a state that charges the least 
for an application or has the least restrictions on the initial or subsequent process for renewal. One state 
may allow both NCEES’ exams be taken without any restrictions versus the state of residence that may 
require numerous pre-conditions before an exam can be taken. I am unaware of any state that will not 
accept the NCEES fundamental of surveying exam results obtained by a person through another state. 

There are numerous factors that may impact forum shopping. Licensing requirement is a major factor. 
States vary according to academic requirements, years of experience, or acceptable experience. Another 
major factor is timeliness of licensing steps. For example, some states allow both exams (FS and PS) 
be taken at or near graduation. Some states require four years with an appropriate degree, other states 
require only two years with an appropriate degree. Cost is another factor. Renewing a survey license in 
one state is $50 while another state demands $300. The last factor worth mentioning is continuing 
education. Some states don’t require continuing education. Other states have minimal or no continuing 
education  requirements. 

In summary, given the ease of taking exams. Unless an individual must be licensed in a particular state to 
provide services, many individuals will shop for the best licensing deals among the various states.  Δ

Footnotes: 
*¹  NCEES stands for the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying

†   Other books and articles by Knud can be found at: 
     https://umaine.edu/svt/faculty/hermansen-articles/
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Some Geometry Problems
by

Dr. Richard L. Elgin, PS, PE
Rolla, Missouri

Geometry problems are fundamental to surveying.  They involve all aspects of the usual 
surveying calculation problem such as getting the “picture” of the problem in mind or sketched 

(somewhat to scale), understanding what is known and what is required, then 
applying algebra and trigonometry to reach a solution, then considering if the answer 

seems reasonable.  

Frequently the solution requires units conversions and an awareness of significant digits.  
Practicing solving geometry problems seems mundane today, but they are fundamental and 

should remain an important part of high school mathematics curricula.  (IMO:  If high schools 
taught more algebra, trigonometry and geometry and less AP calculus, college students 

entering surveying and engineering programs would be much better served!)  So, here are 
some geometry problems to challenge those entering or beginning the surveying profession.  

Handwritten solutions are provided herein on pages 18, 19 and 20.

1.) For the figure, compute its area to the nearest 0.01 square foot.  
Consider the dimensions given to be exact.  Lines EF and AG are parallel 
and the same length.  At C, line CE is tangent to the semicircle centered 
at D, with radius 15.00 feet.  Angle FGA is exactly 90°.  X is the radius 
point for circle sector FH.  The radius is 15.37 feet.  At H, line HG is 
tangent to the circle centered at X. 
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2.) For the figure, compute its area to the nearest 0.01 square foot.  
Consider the dimensions given to be exact.  Lines GA and ED are 
tangent to the circle centered at F. 

 

 

412 N. Dal Paso 

Hobbs, NM 88240 
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Fax: (575) 393-3450
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3.) For the figure, derive an equation for its area as a function of R and ϴ.  
That is:  Area = f(R,ϴ).  At X, the line is tangent to the circle.  Reduce the 
equation to its simplest form.  [To check you solution/equation, let ϴ be 
exactly 45° and R be exactly 100 feet.  If your equation does not result in 
the area being 43,777.09 square feet, your derived equation is wrong.] 

 

 

O: 505-821-3044
C:  720-467-0704
5640 Venice Ave. NE, Unit J
Albuquerque, NM 87113
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Dustin Hoaglin, PLS
New Mexico Regional Manager
Trimble Certified Trainer
TBC Power User
dustinh@vectorsinc.com

Riparian Boundaries for Missouri and
Shoulda Played the Flute (memoir of his 
year flying helicopters in Vietnam). He 
coauthored the Lietz/Sokkia ephemeris 
and codeveloped the "ASTRO" celes-
tial observation software products. Dick
owns a large collection of early 
American surveying equipment, rides 
a Moots bicycle and drives a 1976 Alfa 
Romeo 1600 GT Junior.  He can be reached 
at:  elgin1682@gmail.com

About Dick Elgin
Dr. Richard L. Elgin, PS, PE is a surveying practitioner, educator, researcher, collector 
and author.  He authored the books The U.S. Public Land Survey System for Missouri, 
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CORS, Gravity, Digital Twins, High-Definition (HD) Maps, and AI 
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE 

Global COGO, Inc., Las Cruces, NM 88003 
March 2023 

 
The term “artificial intelligence” (AI) is not new, but I don’t really know what AI is or even if AI is 
possible. Even so, AI is now manifest under labels such as ChatGPT, Bard, and Bing. These 
platforms enable one to ask a question and to receive a “legitimate” computer-generated 
answer within seconds. When using spatial data, AI relies on CORS and HD maps (surveying).  
 
Although each item in the title above is worthy of a separate discussion, the intent in this article 
is to weave a surveying thread connecting all five topics. In a sentence – the continuously 
operating reference station (CORS) network is the geometrical foundation for the work of most 
surveyors, gravity is the challenge encountered when pushing the limits of flat-Earth surveying, 
the digital twins concept connects points/lines on the ground with their electronic 
representation, a high-definition map emphasizes geometrical integrity of the digital twin, and 
AI is a science fiction concept (at least I thought it was) that may impact surveying sooner than 
we might like. The thread is location and spatial data. The point is that measurements and using 
spatial data are a surveyor’s bread and butter. That is our area of expertise, and the 
contributions surveyors make to society are enormous. I am convinced that the geometry of 
points and lines on/near the Earth will be around forever, AI or no AI. 
 
An article about getting the NMSU CORS back online is included in the June 2022 issue of 
Benchmarks. Recently, the National Geodetic Survey (NGS), in cooperation with the National 
Park Service (NPS), established a new CORS near the Carlsbad Cavern. I and several other NM 
surveyors had the opportunity to participate in that installation on February 23 and 24, 2023. 
Lynda Bell, is the NGS Geodetic Advisor for NM and played a significant role in organizing the 
event. While this is a brief summary of the event, Lynda plans to develop a comprehensive 
description and release. The new station is called “CAVE” and fills a gap in existing CORS 
coverage of SE New Mexico. A map of the NGS CORS  network can be accessed via the internet. 
Starting with a map of the entire United States, one can zoom to any location desired – say 
southeast New Mexico. Information for stations shown on the map is accessed via embedded 
links. Although the CORS network is a fundamental resource for many spatial data users, most 
surveyors have a technical background which enables us to assist others in understanding the 
geometrical characteristics of the control network and using CORS data to the greatest 
advantage. 
 
The impact of gravity is more abstract - bear with me. As one of the four fundamental forces of 
nature, gravity keeps everything together and we experience gravity locally by walking upright 
on a flat-Earth. But the Earth is not flat. Due to the digital revolution, local surveying practice 
has evolved from plane surveying to geodetic surveying which accommodates the curved Earth. 
The impact of gravity is complicated by the non-uniform distribution of mass within the Earth - 
meaning that the shape of an equipotential surface, although both curved and smooth, is 
irregular. Of infinitely many equipotential surfaces, the one closest to sea level is called the 
geoid and is used as the reference for elevation.  

CORS, Gravity, Digital Twins, High-Definition (HD) Maps, and AI
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE

Global COGO, Inc., Las Cruces, NM 88003
March 2023
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Let’s put gravity in context by looking at extremes. Physicists at the CERN accelerator in 
Switzerland have refined the Standard Model of particle physics to accommodate observable 
phenomenon – i.e., fundamental physical forces. Ironically, although gravity is one of the four 
fundamental forces, it is not part of the Standard Model. A quote from the CERN website is: 
 

“The Standard Model includes the electromagnetic, strong and weak forces and all 
their carrier particles, and explains well how these forces act on all of the matter 
particles. However, the most familiar force in our everyday lives, gravity, is not part of 
the Standard Model, as fitting gravity comfortably into this framework has proved to be 
a difficult challenge.” 

 
 Although gravity acts over “infinite” distances, the force of gravity is discounted in the CERN 
context described above. But we all experience the impact of gravity in daily life and deal with it 
as one cause of the difference between pseudo 3-D and true 3-D. 
 
 http://www.globalcogo.com/true-versus-pseudo.pdf  
 
On the other extreme, cosmologists assure us that the incredibly large force of gravity at the 
center of a galaxy is responsible for “black holes” from which nothing, not even light, can 
escape. Although current research confirms the existence of gravity waves (do an internet 
search on “gravity waves”), more data are needed to refine human understanding of the most 
obvious force – gravity. Given continuing refinement of a geoid model (a consequence of 
gravity), it stands to reason that the spatial data user community will be served better by using 
Earth’s center of mass as a reference for vertical (true 3-D) than the geoid (pseudo 3-D).  
 
I started my surveying career drawing survey plats on a drafting table using a T-square, parallel 
bar, and velum. Now everything is drafted on a computer and the digital equivalent of a 
carefully drawn plat is stored electronically as a combination of 0’s and 1’s. A digital twin can 
represent either local plane surveying (flat-Earth) products or, depending on software used, the 
true 3-D position of any/all points can be equivalently portrayed on a computer screen. In some 
cases, a digital twin of a horizontal survey plat is perfectly legitimate, but if or when contour 
lines are superimposed on a horizontal plat, the 3-D geometrical integrity may be 
compromised. The difference between pseudo 3-D and true 3-D is inconsequential in many 
existing applications and may not cause problems. Responsible professionals are equipped with 
the knowledge to handle those differences competently. But consequences of the ambiguity 
between pseudo 3-D and true 3-D can be a nuisance or, worse, cause real problems. Looking 
ahead, algorithms for controlling driverless vehicles must be understood, reliable, and efficient. 

 

According to Wikipedia (references were deleted from this quote, but the links are good): 

“A high-definition map (HD map) is a highly accurate map used in autonomous 
driving, containing details not normally present on traditional maps. Such maps can be 
precise at a centimetre level.  
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 Andrea K. Goodbar – (WIPP Environmental Scientist) Carlsbad, NM 
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between pseudo 3-D and true 3-D can be a nuisance or, worse, cause real problems. Looking 
ahead, algorithms for controlling driverless vehicles must be understood, reliable, and efficient. 

 

According to Wikipedia (references were deleted from this quote, but the links are good): 

“A high-definition map (HD map) is a highly accurate map used in autonomous 
driving, containing details not normally present on traditional maps. Such maps can be 
precise at a centimetre level.  
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 Evans Ralston – (NMPS) Las Cruces, NM 
 Andrea K. Goodbar – (WIPP Environmental Scientist) Carlsbad, NM 
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HD maps are often captured using an array of sensors, such as LiDARs, radars, digital 
cameras, and GPS. HD maps can also be constructed using aerial imagery.  

High-definition maps for self-driving cars usually include map elements such as road 
shape, road marking, traffic signs, and barriers. Maintaining high accuracy is one of the 
biggest challenges in building HD maps of real-world roads. With regard to accuracy, there 
are two main focus points that determine the quality of an HD map: 

 Global accuracy (positioning of a feature on the surface of the Earth) 
 Local accuracy (positioning of a feature in relation to road elements around it). 

In areas with good GPS reception, it is possible to achieve a global accuracy of less than 3 
cm deviation using satellite signals and correction data from base stations. 

In GPS-denied areas, however, inaccuracy rises with distance traveled through the area, 
being largest in its middle. This means that the maximum GPS error can be expressed as a 
percentage of the distance traveled through a GPS-denied area: this value is less than 
0.5%.” 

 

Now, about AI: I recently became aware of ChatGPT capabilities through a virtual NMSU 
Training Center session titled, “The End of Student Writing? Teaching in the Age of Artificial 
Intelligence.” After the session, I signed up for a free trial of ChatGPT and asked several 
questions. The computer-generated responses were returned in less than a minute. 
 
Question 1: How should surveyors and engineers address the challenges of working with 3D 

digital spatial data? 
 

Answer:  Surveyors and engineers should address the challenges of working with 3D digital 
spatial data by leveraging the latest technologies, such as 3D scanning and 
mapping, digital photogrammetry, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). 
Additionally, they should make sure to understand the type and accuracy of the 
data they are working with, as well as the data’s accuracy requirements for their 
specific application. 

 
Question 2: What is the difference between pseudo 3D and true 3D with references? 

 
Answer: Pseudo 3D is a computer generated representation of a two dimensional surface 

while true 3D involves representing data in three dimensions, including depth and 
volume. References https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3D_modeling  
https://www.geospatialworld.net/blogs/true-3D-versus-pseudo-3d-mapping/ 

 

In my opinion, the convergence of abstraction/technology/policy/practice deserves careful 
consideration with regard to use of spatial/geospatial data. This article is also posted at 
www.tru3d.xyz and is intended to support other items appearing there.  
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National Geodetic Survey (NGS) and National Park Service (NPS) personnel: 
Left to right: Lynda Bell (NGS), Luca Kuziel (NPS), Erin Lynch (NPS), and Rod Horrocks (NPS) 

 
 

Link to our website: 
www.thegeoholics.com
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Geometry Solution from page 8
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Geometry Solution from page 10
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Geometry Solution from page 11
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January 22, 2023 
Memorandum 
 
To:  Board of Directors, New Mexico Professional Surveyors 
 
From:  Analys Negron, Student Chapter President 
 
Through: Kurt B. Wurm, Student Chapter Advisor 
 
Subject: Request for support 
 
 
The 22nd Annual NSPS Student Competition will be held in conjunction with the spring meeting of the 
National Society of Professional Surveyors, conducted by the NSPS Young Surveyors Network.  NMSU has 
proudly participated in these competitions since its inception.  Perhaps you are a past participant and recall 
the professional networking and fellowship provided in this activity as a complement to your formal 
education.  Over the years, this competition has tested everything from the students’ ability to perform 
complex field surveying tasks to their knowledge of emerging technologies.  This year, building on last years 
experience also hosted by the Young Surveyors Network, features field activity and corner search fostering 
the camaraderie and mingling with practicing professionals.   
 
The 2023 competition will be March 29-31 in Arlington Virginia.  We have a team assembled and will begin 
practicing very soon to become familiar with the older, optical-mechanical equipment to be used in the 
competition, specifically – traversing with compass and chain, 3-wire leveling, and angle observations with 
theodolites for triangulation. 
 
With 4 to 5 nights of hotel costs, along with airfare for 4 or 5 student participants we will incur significant 
expenses, exceeding our available funds.  With these facts, we once again seek the financial support of the 
society, corporate partners or individuals.  If you would like to contribute, donations can be received online 
with major credit cards at https://www.nmsufoundation.org  or by check.  Check should be payable to 
“NMSU Foundation”.  With either approach, be certain to specify New Mexico Professional Surveyors, 
index # 904660, to ensure your donation is credited to our account.  we are an official, charted student 
organization.  Thank you for your time and consideration, we look forward to hearing from you. 
 
 

NMSU Geomatics
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Changes Afoot After 2022: 
State Plane and the Death of the U.S. Survey Foot

by Michael Dennis, PhD, PE, PLS

Visit this NGS Webinar: (See ‘download slides’ tab for reference)
https://geodesy.noaa.gov/web/science_edu/webinar_series/changes-afoot-after-2022.shtml

Questions and comments have been grouped into categories, and similar questions have been 
combined and given a single answer.

SPCS2022 implementation and documentation

Q: Will there be a new ellipsoid and Geoid definition for use with SPCS 2022?
The same ellipsoid used for SPCS 83 (GRS 80) will also be used for SPCS2022, and for all other 
components of the modernized National Spatial Reference System (NSRS). A new gravimetric 
geoid model (GEOID2022) will be implemented in 2025 as part of NSRS modernization, which will 
include rollout of SPCS2022 at the same time.

Q: I am not understanding how it is decided why states just have one projection...Like Montana and 
North Carolina.
Both Montana and North Carolina only have a single zone for current State Plane (SPCS 83), as do 
several other states. For SPCS2022, NGS will design a statewide zone for every state. These are likely 
most useful for applications such as statewide GIS, although that varies for different states. In addition, 
most states will also have one or two multiple-zone layers. Most of the zones in the multiple-zone layers 
were designed by the states themselves to meet their needs for lower distortion. North Carolina chose 
to have only a single statewide zone (as it has currently). Montana designed a partial-coverage layer 
consisting of 19 zones. The status for layers and number of zones for SPCS2022 is summarized in slides 
20-23 in the presentation.

Q: Has Washington State added more than two zones yet?
No, Washington State will only have a north and south zone (and, of course, a statewide zone) when 
SPCS2022 is rolled out in 2025. However, after the rollout, the state will be able to either replace those two 
zones with a complete-coverage layer of more zones, or to add a third layer of partial-coverage zones.

Q: Will OPUS solutions return values in both the State Plane values and LDP values?
After the rollout of the modernized NSRS in 2025, OPUS will be able to give coordinates in all SPCS2022 
zones. This will include those zones that would be considered “low distortion projections” (LDPs), and 
in such cases SPCS2022 and LDPs will be one and the same. The mechanism for how OPUS will choose 
SPCS2022 zones in states with multiple layers has not yet been determined. Note, however, that OPUS 
will only give coordinates for LDPs that are part of SPCS2022.

Q: What are the extra two years for?
Although the design of the State Plane Coordinate System of 2022 will be done by next year, a great 
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deal of work remains to complete the new modernized national spatial reference system. For detailed 
information on this remaining work, see our recording of the June 2022 webinar: 
https://geodesy.noaa.gov/web/science_edu/webinar_series/2022-are-you-done-yet.shtml 

Q: Using SPCS2022 without the new reference frame seems like a slippery slope. 
The risk of using SPCS2022 definitions with NAD 83 (or other existing reference frames) is that it could 
lead to confusion, since the difference in coordinates for these frames would be on the order of 1 to 2 
meters. NGS agrees that this is a potential problem. However, there is nothing we can do to prevent 
people from using SPCS2022 definitions with NAD 83, and we know that at least a few states plan to do 
so. The best we can do in such cases is to strongly recommend that they change grid origin (false northing 
and/or easting) by a large amount, say more than 10,000 meters. That will at least help prevent mixing up 
coordinates based on NAD 83 with those based on the 2022 terrestrial reference frames.

Q: Will a projection registry be created by NGS for SPCS2022?
NGS is not planning on creating a projection registry as part of the 2025 rollout of the modernized 
NSRS. However, NGS will provide SPCS2022 zone definitions to the  ISO Geodetic Registry and the  
EPSG Geodetic Parameter Dataset. Both of those can be used by software vendors and others to access 
SPCS2022 zone definitions.  In addition, all zone definitions will be in the NSRS Database that will be 
implemented as part of the NSRS modernization rollout.
 
Combined questions:
Q: Similar to the NGS NOAA Technical Memorandum No. 5 for SPCS 83, will there be a new 
technical memorandum that will publish the new formulas including the 1-parallel lambert 
parameters?

Q: Doesn’t support for SPCS imply support for education/training in its proper use? For example 
the t-T correction, how to use combined factors, etc. Will NGS Advisors provide such training?

Answer to combined questions:
NGS plans to publish a technical memorandum with the projection equations used for SPCS2022 by 
about the end of 2023. We also plan to publish a more comprehensive report or manual about 
SPCS2022 before the NSRS modernization rollout in 2025. Together, these documents will replace 
NOAA Manual NOS NGS 5, and they will include information on combined factors (and linear 
distortion in general), convergence angles, arc-to-chord (t-T) corrections, zone parameters, and other 
relevant aspects of SPCS2022. Such information will serve as a valuable educational resource, both for 
customers to use directly and for NGS Regional Geodetic Advisors (and other NGS employees) to provide 
training.

Linear distortion, combined factors, and low distortion projections

Q: Is the linear distortion formula also the percent error formula (without converting to a percent, 
of course)?
Yes, indeed they are the same formula (except, like you noted, the percent error formula also includes 
multiplying by 100 to convert to a percent).  Because distortion is usually very small, it is more 
convenient to multiply by 1 million to get values on parts per million (ppm) rather than percent. For 
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example, a common distortion value for SPCS2022 is 50 ppm, which is only 0.005%.

Q: Looking at your linear distortion maps, there seems to be a strong correlation between high 
elevation areas and large linear distortion. Can accurate results be obtained without adopting the 
more rigorous procedures regarding how to apply CFs and t-T described in J. Stem’s manual?
Yes, there is a strong correlation between topographic relief and linear distortion. The effect due to 
topographic height is easy to compute accurately, and is a pretty much constant linear value of 15.7 
ppm per 100 m (4.8 ppm per 100 ft) change in height. But it is also affected by Earth curvature, which 
increases by the square of distance from the projection axis (see slide 14 in the presentation). Computing 
distortion due to curvature is much more complicated, but it can be approximated as 0.0123 ppm 
times the squared distance from the projection axis (in km). But for best results, it is better to use the more 
accurate computations in Stem’s manual (NOS NGS 5). The arc-to-chord (t-T) correction is not related to 
the linear distortion/combined factor. Although it is a function of distance from the projection axis as well 
as direction, methods for approximating itare given in Stem’s manual. But it is small and can be neglected 
in many situations.

Q: Why, for example in Alabama, would you need the small specific zones if the 3 large zones that 
cover the state basically achieve the same amount of distortion accuracy?
For the most part, the small partial-coverage zones in Alabama actually have considerably less distortion 
than the three complete-coverage zones. In comparing slides 27 and 28, it looks like the distortion is the 
same because the distortion color ramp step size is in increments of 50 ppm.  If it were smaller, say 20 or 
10 ppm, you would see a difference. However, one of the small Alabama zones (for the Mobile area) does 
perform about the same, so it will not be included in SPCS2022.

Q: Is there a way to use an unofficial local low distortion zone? and tie it to NSRS?
At this time, NGS does not intend to support any projected coordinate systems other than State Plane and 
UTM in our products and services. That means local low distortion zones that are not a part of SPCS2022 
will not be supported in things like OPUS, NCAT, Datasheets (or their counterpart in the modernized 
NSRS). However, you can still use such systems in the NSRS for your own purposes, simply by using 
NSRS latitude and longitude values. This is currently done for low distortion systems throughout the 
country, for example the  Oregon  Coordinate  Reference  System.

Combined questions:
Q: I had a hard time tracking what the difference between all the distortion mapswas. Before they 
are released could more context be added to those maps?

Q: What are the distortion differences in Alaska?

Q:What was the color pattern on Montana on the last slide?

Answer to combined questions:
The fairly large number of distortion maps and the pace they were displayed can make it hard to make 
comparisons. But if you download the slides, one thing that helps is to be able to toggle back-and-forth 
between slides at your own pace. All maps have the same distortion color ramps, which makes it easier 
for visual comparison. The first set of distortion maps are for CONUS (slides 24-29), and the second set 
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is for Alaska (slides 30-34). Updated versions of these maps (and many others) will be available for 
download beginning in early 2023 at https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/SPCS/download.shtml. Having a larger 
set should also help provide better context.

Combined questions:
Q: How "large" an area makes a difference in combined factor?

Q: Could you discuss the impact on accuracy of the use of a single combined factor for all of a 
county? Any rule of thumb?

Answer to combined questions:
The combined factor is a function of both the distance from the map projection axis (as a result of 
Earth curvature) and changes in height. See slide 14 of the presentation to see how both of these variables 
affect linear distortion. That will give you a sense of how the size of an area can affect linear distortion, 
where distortion is simply the combined factor plus 1 (see slide 11). Because linear distortion magnitude 
increases with the square of distance from the projection axis, it is not recommended to use a single 
combined factor for a large area, such as a county. The errors will be eleven greater if the county has a 
lot of topographic relief. Slide 14 gives two simple equations for estimating the linear distortion due to 
distance from the projection axis and change in height. Table 2 in the SPCS2022  Procedures document 
gives zone width and height ranges for specific linear distortion ranges. The slide 14 equations and this 
table can serve as “rules of thumb.” But keep in mind that both Earth curvature and change in height 
contribute to distortion.
 
Deprecation of the U.S. survey foot

Combined questions:
Q: NGS is moving to the international foot. WHY?
A: Please review this webinar to find the answer to your question:
https://geodesy.noaa.gov/web/science_edu/webinar_series/ending-us-survey-foot.shtml 

Q: My question is: we are eliminating the U.S. Survey foot in favor of the International foot when 
the vast majority of DOT's and surveyors use the U.S. Survey Foot. The only three countries 
which still use Imperial measurements are the U.S., Liberia and Myanmar. Therefore, why are we 
changing to a standard that only exists for a smaller population instead of holding the U.S. Foot 
which is in the majority use? Justifying that by saying the international foot has an exact conversion 
is somewhat trivial in that the conversion is not like the transcendental value for Pi. The conversion 
for the U.S. survey foot from meters is exact at 39.37/12 which of course divides out to 3.2808333333 
with infinitely repeating 3's. Since the NGS is metric, what difference does it make to you as to which 
foot is being used?

Answer to combined questions:
The main reason for deprecating the U.S. survey foot (sft) and adopting the international foot (ift) 
nationwide is that the ift was adopted as the official version of the foot in 1959 by the U.S. (and several 
other countries at about the same time). The previous foot was named the sft at that time and was allowed 
to persist temporarily for one and only one reason: for continued use in geodetic survey applications
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(such as State Plane). It was not intended for use in boundary surveys or any other application, and its 
use was supposed to end when NAD 83 was adopted in 1986. But that did not occur, and an unintended 
outcome was the continued use of two nearly identical versions of the foot. It has nothing to do with 
the ift being “better” or having an exact metric equivalent; it is simply an effort to standardize a unit of 
measurement. And although most states use the sft for surveying applications, surveying represents 
only a small fraction of overall usage. Every other part of the U.S. society (and the world) that uses the 
U.S. customary system uses the ift. The difference it makes to NGS, and to the National Institute of 
Science and Technology (NIST), is that having two versions of the foot in concurrent is at odds with 
the idea of standards, and it causes errors and confusion.

There is much more to this than the above paragraph conveys. If you want to learn more, we recom-
mend that you read the “final determination” Federal Register Notice in its entirety. NGS also gave two 
webinars in 2019 that give details about the history and reasons for deprecating the sft, the first on  
April 25 and the second on December 12.

Q: We have a new contract with the Army Corp, they are requiring we use US Feet in Oregon, are 
they being updated?
We would need more information to give a good recommendation. However, assuming your contract is 
not based on the use of the State Plane Coordinate System of 2022 (which seems like a safe assumption), 
then the contract may not need to be updated. Are you using State Plane Coordinates for your project? 
It’s important to note that Oregon uses international feet in the current State Plane Coordinate System of 
1983.

Q: What level of involvement, if any, did BLM have with the new State Plane systems and foot 
definition?
BLM is aware of deprecation of the U.S. survey foot, but as far as we know has not formally or 
officially raised any concerns with NGS or NIST. Some informal comments indicate that they are not very 
concerned because the effect on mark-to-mark distances is small (only about 0.01 ft per mile), and 
because it can be handled with metadata. It’s worth pointing out that there have so far been nine 
editions of the manual of instruction for the survey of the public lands, and that three of those predate the 
original 1893 definition used for what we now call the U.S. survey foot.

Q: States that have been using the U.S. survey foot for decades are likely to have ensuing errors by 
the mandated use of the International Foot. It is inevitable.
Yes, it seems likely that some mistakes will occur as a result of this change. However, such errors will 
diminish over time as the U.S. survey foot fades into obscurity. But if both versions of the foot are 
maintained, the mistakes that occur now will never end. It is worth noting that six states switched to the 
international foot in the late 1980s, but it appears that change did not cause many problems. In addition, 
we have so far not been shown even one example of where the change caused a problem for boundary 
surveys in those six states.

Q: Do ruler makers in the USA know they'd better make the change?
We think the “ruler makers” are on board! The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has 
the authority to deprecate the U.S. survey foot, and they will do so after Dec. 31, 2022 :) Levity aside, the 
graduations on rulers and even steel tapes and leveling rods used in surveying are not manufactured (and 
cannot be used) to a precision of 2 ppm. In addition, it is highly likely that most high-precision industrial
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and metrological applications that use the U.S. customary system already use the international foot, 
since it has been the U.S. standard since 1959. Keep in mind that only surveyors (and not all surveyors) 
use the U.S. survey foot, and that surveying represents a small portion of U.S. economic activity.

Q: 2 ppm is a big deal when coordinates have values of 500,000 and 2,000,000. 
Yes, even though the 2 ppm difference between the U.S. survey foot and international foot is “small”, it 
can create large errors for coordinates. The error of mixing up versions of the foot can exceed 50 feet for 
current State Plane coordinates (the largest differences occur in the Nevada East Zone of SPCS 83).

Q: When the NSRS 2022 and iFT comes about in 2025, can you still use CORS with NAD 83 sFT?
Upon the rollout of the modernized NSRS, official coordinates for stations in the NOAA CORS Network 
will no longer be in NAD 83. State Plane Coordinates for these stations will also be in SPCS2022, which 
will be given in meters and international feet only (not U.S. survey feet). It’s also important to note that our 
software, OPUS, will produce coordinates in the 2022 terrestrial reference frames and not in NAD 83.

Q: Is there a link to the CBS Sunday Morning segment on the foot change?
We don’t know of a CBS show about the foot change. Maybe you mean “The Daily Show with 
Trevor Noah”? The link to the “Thank Me Later” episode “America has a Foot Problem” is  
https://www.cc.com/video/zvx3zs/the-daily-show-with-trevor-noah-thank-me-later-americ  a-has-a-foot-
problem .

Combined questions:
Q: Is it recommended to stick with U.S. Survey foot with NAD83 until we move to SPCS 2022?

Q: So to clarify: in the time between beginning 2023 to 2025 (when the new SPCS datums are rolled 
out) are we to use international feet with SPCS 83? Or continue to use US survey feet with SPCS 83 
until the year 2025? 

Q: To be clear, starting on Jan 1st 2023 (and until SPCS2022 is adopted) should US-foot states 
start using International Feet with their existing NAD83 zones? (e.g. California Zones 1-6 with Int 
Feet?)

Q: So what is the best way to switch to the new foot? And when is SPCS2022 coming out since these 
two things seem tied together?
 
Q: So starting Jan 1st, will services like OPUS and CORS only report data in meters and Int. Feet 
only?

Q: Can surveyors just continue using US Survey foot for private surveys and/or public utility route 
surveys after this year?

Q: Why not make the foot definition and SPCS2022 release happen together. Won't it kind of hap-
pen by default?

Q: If you publish coordinates for monuments should you update the database come 2023?
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Answer to combined questions:
You should continue to use the U.S. survey foot (sft) for SPCS 83 after 2022. You should NOT make 
the switch to the international foot (ift) definition while using SPCS 83 (or SPCS 27). States currently 
using the sft for SPCS 83 should continue to do so. The ift will be used for all zones in every state for 
SPCS2022, and every other component of the National Spatial Reference System (NSRS), but that won’t 
be implemented until 2025.

The reason for continuing to use the sft for SPCS 83 is that it is an existing “legacy” system, and it would 
cause too much disruption to change the foot definition.  NGS will always support the sft for SPCS 83 in 
states that have officially adopted the sft for SPCS 83, even after SPCS2022 has been implemented. The 
same is true for SPCS 27 in all states.

Until NSRS Modernization is done, all NGS products and services (such as OPUS, CORS coordinates, 
and Datasheets) will continue to use NAD 83 and will provide SPCS 83 coordinates using the official 
foot version recognized by NGS. The NGS database will also not be updated for public release until 
the rollout of the modernized NSRS in 2025.

NGS and NIST originally intended to deprecate the sft and roll out the modernized NSRS at more-or-less 
the same time. When NSRS modernization was delayed, we decided to remain on the same schedule for 
sft deprecation. One reason for that was the difficulty of going through the deprecation process. Another 
reason is that it gives people more time to prepare for the change when NSRS modernization occurs 
(for example by updating state legislation).
 
People will continue to use SPCS 83 at least until SPCS2022 is rolled out in 2025. Those states using the 
sft for SPCS 83 should continue to do so. That means they should continue to use the sft in their equip-
ment and associated software (such as GIS and CAD). Situations may occur after 2022 where an organi-
zation uses custom (non-SPCS) coordinate systems. In such cases, my recommendation is to use the sft if
it is also being used for SPCS 83. Trying to manage a partial switch (where some things use the ift 
and others use the sft at the same time) could cause confusion and lead to mistakes. This is in keeping 
with the “orderly transition” idea stated in the final determination FRN. We understand that the transition 
may take some time for certain organizations, and that’s OK. The most important part is that it occur in 
an orderly fashion. Over time use of the sft will diminish, and we expect that to accelerate after SPCS2022 
is released in 2025.

It’s important to also point out that although NGS will always support the sft, it will only do that for 
the legacy SPCS 27 and 83 systems. Once Modernization is done, NGS will not provide any tools (like 
OPUS) which allow users to work within NAD 83. At best, NGS will allow users to find old NAD 83 
coordinates, and use NCAT to transform to/from NAD 83. But, in general, NGS will not support NAD 83 
after modernization. 

Below are links to additional information that may prove helpful:

 ● The “final determination” Federal Register Notice on deprecation of the sft issued on   
  10/5/2020. We recommend reading it closely and in its entirety.
 ● The initial Federal Register Notice  on deprecation of the sft issued on 10/17/2019.
 ● The  NIST sft website and the NGS New Datums FAQ web  page.
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● The 40 states that officially adopted the sft for SPCS 83 are listed in Table C.1 of Appendix C of 
NOAA Special  Publication  NOS NGS 13  , “The State Plane Coordinate System History, Policy, and 
Future Directions”

Impacts of SPCS2022 and foot change on equipment and software

Combined questions:
Q: Will this require modifications of surveying instrument settings? (EDMs)

Q: How will this affect my existing GPS units? 

Q: How is GPS 4 going to affect spcs 2022?

Answer to combined questions:
Because there are many different equipment and software manufacturers, NGS cannot say definitive-
ly how they will handle SPCS2022 or deprecation of the U.S. survey foot. However, it is likely that 
equipment manufactured within the last few decades uses the metric system internally, with software 
and/or firmware that performs the conversions to feet. If the software and/or firmware are reasonably 
up-to-date, then you should have no problem in selecting the correct version of the foot. This applies to 
total stations (i.e., EDMs), GNSS units, digital levels, scanner, and other electronic surveying equipment,
as well as associated software. GNSS itself (including GPS) is metric and does not include projected 
coordinate reference systems; all positioning is based on global geodetic frames

As for SPCS2022, individual manufacturers will have to decide how they want to add that to their equip-
ment and software. We will try to make it as easy as possible for them, by providing SPCS2022 definitions 
in standardized machine-readable format. We will also help ensure the definitions are included in datasets 
widely used by software vendors, such as the ISO Geodetic Registry and the  EPSG Geodetic Parameter 
Dataset.

Adoption of metric system

Combined questions:
Q: Why not just support metric and provide a tool for end users to select between foot and US 
Survey Foot. The sooner the USA goes metric the better.

Q: Should we be moving USA into the metric system once and for all? 

Q: If NGS is metric, then why did the US foot need to be retired? 

Answer to combined questions:
We agree with the use of the meter. In fact, NGS has been a metric shop since 1977. It’s our customers 
who are requesting US customary units, which is part of the reasonNGS wants to support only one version 
of the foot. We believe that the new SPCS2022 provides an opportunity to eliminate the confusion and 
ensuing errors associated with using two different definitions of the foot.
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A comprehensive adoption of the metric system (SI) requires support from the public. Only the public 
can influence politicians on this matter. If you are interested in promoting such a change, we recommend 
joining a group that advocates for going fully SI, such as the  U.S. Metric Association.

State legislation

Combined questions:
Q: Where can I find the definitions of zones for a give state so that they may be defined in legisla-
tion?

Q: can you post the link to the updated legislation web page from the last few slides.

Answer to combined questions:
Information on NSRS legislation that includes foot definitions is available under item #5 on the new 
datums “Get Prepared” web page. There is also a legislation template, as well as actual  new legislation  
from  several  states  that can serve as examples.

Regarding zone definitions, they are still preliminary. But final definitions will be available in mid-2023. 
However, NGS strongly recommends that projection parameters (and other such technical information) 
NOT be included in legislation. Instead, the definition should be incorporated by reference, for example 
to NGS. Including such information in legislation itself will make it harder to update or modify it in the 
future. This recommendation is reflected in the legislation template and examples mentioned above. 
Another advantage of not including zone definitions in legislation is that the legislation can be updated 
now, rather than waiting for final definitions. That’s why several states were already able to update their 
legislation for the modernized NSRS.
 
Coordinate conversions and transformations

Combined questions:
Q: what program should be used to convert between coordinate systems?

Q: Will NGS have some sort of translation tool to help translate between old SPC to SPC2022?

Q: Will NGS tools such as NCAT will continue to support NAD 27 and 83?

Answer to combined questions:
The  NGS Coordinate Conversion  and Transformation Tool  , or NCAT, allows users to easily convert 
between different coordinate systems and/or transform between different NSRS reference frames and/or 
datums, in a single step. For coordinate conversions, NCAT allows conversion between lat/long/height, 
State Plane, UTM, US National Grid, and geocentric (XYZ) systems. As part of NSRS modernization, 
NCAT will be updated to support conversions between existing State Plane and SPCS2022, and NCAT 
will continue to support both NAD 27 and 83 (and their associated versions of State Plane).
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General information on NSRS modernization

Combined questions:
Q: Will monument data sheets be updated a little at a time before the rollout, or the new ones 
released all at once with the rollout?

Q: When will the Coordinates of the CORS Stations be adjusted to the new NSRS and published?

Q: Is the new American vertical datum (Grav-D) project also going to roll out in 2025?

Answer to combined questions:
NGS plans to update everything all at once at the rollout of the modernized NSRS in 2025, including 
published coordinates for passive marks and coordinate functions for CORSs. This includes coordinates 
based on the 2022 terrestrial reference frames, such as the North American Terrestrial Reference Frame 
of 2022 (NATRF2022), SPCS2022 coordinates, and heights based on the North American-Pacific 
Geopotential Datum of 2022 (NAPGD2022). Coordinates based on NAD 83, SPCS 83, NAVD 88, and 
other vertical datums will no longer be supported as current geodetic control. The GRAV-D project 
will end by the time of the rollout, because its purpose is to collect and process data needed to create 
NAPGD2022.

GPS on Bench Marks

Q: Is the GPS on Benchmark campaign still being used or is the data collection already complete?
A: NGS will keep the doors open for submissions of  GPSonBM  data for the transformation tools through 
the end of September 2023. Data submitted before the doors are closed will be considered for use in 
the 2020.00 Reference Epoch Coordinate (REC) adjustments. Data that passes through the adjustment 
quality-control process will be used to assign REC coordinates on marks in the Modernized NSRS. Marks 
with valid coordinates in both NAVD 88 and NAPDG2022 will be used to create the transformation grids 
that will be released with the modernized system.

Q: I'm in a state where the DOT still relies heavily on HARN passive control. How will GPS on BM 
help transition from HARN to SOCS2022?
A: GPSonBM data will be used primarily to create the transformation grids between NAVD 88 and 
NAPDG2022. The horizontal transformation grids between NAD83 (2011) and NATREF2022 will 
primarily be created using CORS data, but GPSonBM data may be used in areas where CORS coverage 
is sparse.  Δ
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Just wanted to personally say thank you for your support in sponsoring the NMSU ASCE student-chapter. 
We have all had such a fun time and learned a lot at our competition this summer. In fact, we already have 
big plans for next year and hope to make it to Nationals again. We placed 8th overall out of 13 teams. 
This wasn’t too bad for our first competition and I’m glad we know more of what to expect. To add, next 
year the competition will be hosted in Wisconsin and will be known as the Civil Engineering Student 
Championships. 

Thank you again for making our trip possible. ASCE looks forwarded to working with you in the future. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. I would love to stay in contact!

Thank you,
Alicia Gonzales
ASCE President, NMSU
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NMSU Geomatics News

ASCE Surveying 
Competition

The New Mexico State University 
surveying team that went to Louisiana 
to compete consisted of Quinn Fredine, 

Edgar Arevalo, Diego Fernandez, 
Lillian Wellman, Mariana Vega, and 

Alicia Gonzales. All these students are part 
of the New Mexico Section of the American 

Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). 
For those who don't know, the ASCE 

student-chapter is a student lead 
organization which provides community 

service, leadership, character, and 
sociability. For the students with a focus 
in civil engineering this organization also 
helps to gain experience, networking and 

have a community. 

To further explain how NMSU made it to 
Louisiana it all started on campus. The 
surveying team set aside many hours to 
practice each task to ensure that each 
member knew what they were doing 

confidently. From working on a classroom
whiteboard and learning the math behind
each task or to working in the field and
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learning to operate every instrument, every team member was there. Once everyone knew how things 
operated and how to calculate the data found it was now time to work as a team. Different scenarios 

were set up and different teams were made and timed. The team with the best time was then chosen to be 
the first string. However, the competition rules state that teams are randomly chosen for every task. This 

meant that every member had to be ready. 

 
When it was time to go off to 

the Regional competition at the 
end of March, the NMSU team 
needed to place first against 4 
other teams in the surveying 

event to move on. It just so hap-
pened that NMSU placed first in 

three tasks 
(leveling, cut and fill, 

topographic mapping, and 
presentation) and second in two 
tasks (building stakeout, pacing) 
making them first place overall. 
It was now time to get ready for 
the National competition. This 

was the first time that surveying 
was ranked at the National level, 
so it was quite exciting for the 

team to compete. The same tasks 
were given at Nationals with 
some slight changes from the 

past competition. 

Overall, the NMSU 
surveying team placed 8th out 

of the 13 teams competing. 
They now know what to expect 
for next year and have learned 
a lot with new experience to 

bring back to campus. New goals 
have been set for the 

NMSU ASCE student-chapter 
and hope to have more support 

in the future. Thank you to 
everyone who helped in this new 
journey and allowed the students 
to create new civil engineering 

memories.  Δ
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The RTKnet is now available  
in Arizona!

AllTerra announces the launch of the Arizona portion of our 4 state VRS 
network. Network-wide access now includes Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico 
and Arizona. You get 4 states with just 1 subscription to the AllTerra RTKnet.

Our expansion into Arizona includes coverage of major metro areas and 
most populated areas. Want more info? Visit allterracentral.com/rtknet

4 States - 1 Subscription

© 2023, AllTerra Central allterracentral.com/rtknet
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Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by 
a New Mexico Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please 

contact the NMPS office for more information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Larry Medrano 
Precision Surveys, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM

Chris Pappas
Green Forest Surveys, LLC
Fairfield, VA

Salvador Vigil
LSC Surveys, LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Alan Benham
Bohannan Huston, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM

Kery Greiner
Tierra Surveys, LLC 
Las Cruces, NM

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc. 
Albuquerque, NM

Thank you for your support!

Sustaining Members   
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